Abstract. The β-shift is the transformation from the unit interval to itself that maps x to the fractional part of βx. Permutations realized by the relative order of the elements in the orbits of these maps have been studied in [7] for positive integer values of β and in [8] for real values β > 1. In both cases, a combinatorial description of the smallest positive value of β needed to realize a permutation is provided. In this paper we extend these results to the case of negative β, both in the integer and in the real case. Negative β-shifts are related to digital expansions with negative real bases, studied by Ito and Sadahiro [11] , and Liao and Steiner [12] .
Introduction
The study of the permutations realized by the one-dimensional dynamical systems provides a important tool to distinguish random from deterministic time series, as well as a combinatorial method to compute the topological entropy of the dynamical system.
If X is a linearly ordered set, f : X → X a map, and x ∈ X, we can consider the finite sequence x, f (x), f (f (x)), . . . , f n−1 (x). If these n values are different, then their relative order determines a permutation π ∈ S n , obtained by replacing the smallest value by a 1, the second smallest by a 2, and so on. We write Pat(x, f, n) = π, and we say that π is an allowed pattern of f , or that π is realized by f , and also that x induces π. If there are repeated values in the first n iterations of f starting with x, then Pat(x, f, n) is not defined. The set of allowed patterns of f is Allow(f ) = n≥0 {Pat(x, f, n) : x ∈ X}.
It was shown in [5] that if X is an interval of the real line and f is a piecewise monotone map, then there are some permutations that are not realized by f , called the forbidden patterns of f . Additionally, the growth rate of the sequence that counts allowed patterns by length gives the topological entropy of f , which is a measure of the complexity of the associated dynamical system.
Determining the set of allowed patterns for particular families of maps is a difficult problem in general, and an active area of research. In recent years it has been solved for shift maps [2, 7] and for β-shifts [8] , and there has been some progress for signed shifts [1, 4, 3] and logistic maps [9] . Shift maps can be described as maps of the form f : [0, 1] → [0, 1], f (x) = {Nx}, where N is a positive integer and {y} = y − ⌊y⌋ denotes the fractional part of y. They can also be interpreted as shifts of infinite words on an N-letter alphabet, where the linear order on the set is the lexicographic order. In [7] , a simple formula is given to determine, for a given permutation π, the smallest positive integer N such that π is realized by the shift on N letters. This formula is then used to count the number of permutation of a given length realized by such a shift.
A natural generalization of shifts are β-shifts, which are the maps obtained when we replace N by a an arbitrary real number β > 1. They have their origin in the study of expansions of real numbers in an arbitrary real base β > 1, introduced by Rényi [15] (see also [14] ). In [8] , a method is given to compute, for a given permutation π, the smallest positive real number B(π) such that π is realized by the β-shift for all β > B(π). This number is called the shift-complexity of π in [8] .
Signed shifts are a different generalization of shift maps, where some of the slopes in the graph of f are allowed to be negative. The tent map is a particular case of a signed shift, but no formula is known for the number of its allowed patterns of a given length. The only case of a signed shift (other than the one with all positive slopes) for which the number of allowed patterns is known is when all the slopes are negative. With the above definition of fractional part, these negative shifts can be defined as f (x) = {−Nx} for an integer N ≥ 2. The enumeration of allowed patterns is solved in [3] for N = 2 and in [13] for the general case.
In this paper we focus on a variation of β-shifts, called negative β-shifts. For β ∈ R >1 , the −β-transformation is defined as (1) T −β : (0, 1] → (0, 1], x → −βx + ⌊βx⌋ + 1 = 1 − {βx}.
The graph of T −(1+ √
2) is shown in Figure 1 . The map T −β map agrees in all but a finite set of points with the transformation x → {−βx} from [0, 1) to itself, which has been studied in [10] . We will see that, as we increase β, the set of allowed patterns of T −β grows (in the sense of containment), analogously to the situation for the regular β-shift. Given a permutation π, our goal is to find the smallest value B(π) such that π ∈ Allow(T −β ) for all β > B(π). Our approach is similar to the one used in [8] for the positive β-shift, but there are some intricacies that appear only in the negative case. In particular, one has to consider several different cases depending on the shape of π.
Negative β-shifts are closely related to digital expansions with negative real bases, which were introduced by Ito and Sadahiro [11] . Liao and Steiner studied dynamical properties of the transformation T −β in [12] . More recently, Steiner [16] characterized the sequences that occur as the digital expansions of 1 with base −β for some β > 1, which is important when determining what sequences are admissible as −β-expansions (in analogy with Parry's work for the positive case [14] ).
An important special case of negative β-shifts, which is also a particular case of signed shifts, occurs when β is an integer, β = N ≥ 2. In Section 2 we study this map, and we determine, for a given permutation π, the smallest value of N ≥ 2 such that π is realized by the corresponding negative shift. In Section 3 we move to the case of real β, and we consider the sequences that can be obtained as representations of real numbers in base −β, in order to interpret negative β-shifts as shifts on infinite words in a certain set W −β . In Section 4 we give a construction that, for a given permutation π, provides a word in W −β that induces π and represents a number in base −β for the smallest possible β. Finally, in Section 5 we provide a formula for the number B(π) described above as the largest root of a certain polynomial.
In the rest of the paper, π denotes a permutation in the symmetric group S n . We remark that after an earlier version of this paper was posted on arxiv.org, we were informed by Charlier and Steiner that they have independently obtained similar results [6] .
The reverse shift
When β is an integer, which we denote by β = N ≥ 2, we give a slightly different definition of the negative shift. Let . We choose to use the map M −N for consistency with the definition of signed shifts used in [1, 4] , and also to avoid the isolated point T −N (1) = 1.
For an integer N ≥ 2, let W N be the set of infinite words on the alphabet {0, 1, . . . , N−1}, equipped with the alternating lexicographic order, which is defined by v 1 v 2 . . . < alt w 1 w 2 . . . if there exists some i such that v j = w j for all j < i and (−1)
i (v i − w i ) > 0. Let Σ −N be the shift map on (W N , < alt ), defined as Σ −N (w 1 w 2 w 3 . . . ) = w 2 w 3 . . . for w ∈ W N .
Throughout this paper, we write w = w 1 w 2 . . . and use the notation w ∞ denotes the corresponding infinite periodic word. We say that a finite word d is primitive if it cannot be written as a power of any proper subword, i.e., it is not of the form d = a m for any m > 1. Equivalently, it is well known that a word d is primitive if it is not equal to any of its non-trivial cyclic shifts. Let 
where the last inequality follows from the fact that (−1)
N . Therefore, the inequality is always strict. Even though we defined Σ −N on the larger set W N , we will now show that the words w ∈ W N \ W 0 N do not induce any additional patterns, and so the above order-isomorphism implies that Allow(M −N ) = Allow(Σ −N ). Recall that such words can be written as w = w 1 . . . w k (0(N−1)) ∞ with w k = N−1 and k ≥ 1. If k < n − 2, then w does not induce any pattern of length n, because
∞ , which satisfies Pat(v, Σ −N , n) = Pat(w, Σ −N , n), and also ψ(v) = ψ(w), when extending the above definition of ψ to W N .
The following lemma describes a straightforward property of the sets of allowed patterns of negative shifts.
Proof. Let π ∈ Allow(Σ −N ). Then there exists a word w ∈ W N ⊆ W N +1 such that Pat(w, Σ −N , n) = π. Since Σ −(N +1) and Σ −N are shift maps, they agree on the alphabet W N . Therefore, Pat(w, Σ −(N +1) , n) = Pat(w, Σ −N , n) = π, and so π ∈ Allow(Σ −(N +1) ).
For a given permutation π, let
that is, the smallest positive integer N such that π is realized by Σ −N . Our goal in this section is to give a formula for N (π).
For this purpose, we will use a bijection that was introduced in [7] . Let C For 1 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, we say that j is an ascent ofπ if eitherπ j <π j+1 , orπ j+1 = ⋆ andπ j <π j+2 . In the latter case (which requires j ≤ n − 2), we say that j is an ascent over the ⋆. Denote by asc(π) the number of ascents ofπ. Similarly to how we define ascents ofπ by skipping the ⋆, we say that a sequenceπ iπi+1 . . .π j is decreasing if so is the sequence obtained after deleting the ⋆, if applicable. Definition 2.3. A −N-segmentation ofπ is a set of indices 0 = e 0 ≤ e 1 ≤ · · · ≤ e N = n such that (a) the sequenceπ e k +1πe k +2 . . .π e k+1 is decreasing for all 0 ≤ k < N; (b) ifπ 1 = n andπ n−1πn = 1⋆, then either e 1 = 0 or e N −1 ≥ n − 1; (c) ifπ n = 1 andπ 1π2 = ⋆n, then either e N −1 = n or e 1 ≤ 1.
To each −N-segmentation ofπ we associate a finite word ζ = z 1 z 2 . . . z n−1 defined by z i = k whenever e k < π i ≤ e k+1 , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1.
Notice that condition (a) forces a −N-segmentation to have an index for each ascent ofπ. More precisely, if j is an ascent ofπ, then e i = j for some i, unless j is an ascent over the ⋆, in which case e i ∈ {j, j + 1} for some i. It follows that in order forπ to have an −N-segmentation, we must have N ≥ 1 + asc(π).
If conditions (b) and (c) do not hold, a −N-segmentation with N = asc(π)+1 is called a minimal segmentation ofπ. The minimal segmentation ofπ is unique unlessπ has an ascent j over the ⋆, in which case there are two minimal segmentations, corresponding to the choice e i ∈ {j, j + 1} described above. In this case we haveπ πn = ⋆ =π j+1 , which implies that π n = j + 1, and so both minimal segmentations produce the same prefix ζ. Thus, the prefix ζ produced by minimal segmentations is unique.
When we do not need to specify N, a −N-segmentation will simply be called a segmentation.
Example 2.4. Let π = 1572364. Thenπ = 536⋆742, whose ascents are 2 and 3, the latter being an ascent over the ⋆. Therefore,π has two −3-segmentations (i.e., minimal segmentations) given by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) = (0, 2, 3, 7), and by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) = (0, 2, 4, 7), respectively. Both produce the prefix ζ = 022012.
We will show that, under certain circumstances, it is possible to complete the prefix ζ into a word in w = ζw [n,∞) ∈ W N such that Pat(w, Σ −N , n) = π.
Given a −N-segmentation ofπ and its associated finite word ζ = z [1,n−1] , we define the following indices and subwords of ζ. If π n = n, let x be the index such that π x = π n + 1, and let p = z [x,n−1] . Similarly, if π n = 1, let y be such that π y = π n − 1, and let q = z [y,n−1] . Definition 2.5. A segmentation ofπ is invalid if the associated prefix ζ satisfies that both p and q are defined and either p = q 2 or q = p 2 . Otherwise the segmentation is valid.
Note that if one minimal segmentation is invalid, then so is the other (if there is more than one), since it produces the same prefix ζ. It will be convenient to classify permutations into three types as follows. Definition 2.6. We say that π is
• cornered if eitherπ 1 = n andπ n−1πn = 1⋆, orπ n = 1 andπ 1π2 = ⋆n (equivalently, if either π n−2 π n−1 π n = (n−1)1n or π n−2 π n−1 π n = 2n1, respectively); • collapsed if the minimal segmentations ofπ are invalid;
• regular if π is neither cornered nor collapsed.
Note that the conditions onπ for π to be cornered are the same as in cases (b) and (c) in Definition 2.3. We point out that a permutation cannot be simultaneously cornered and collapsed. Indeed, a collapsed permutation requires the words p and q to be defined, which only happens if π n / ∈ {1, n}. On the other hand, cornered permutations require π n = 1 or π n = n. In particular, a minimal segmentation ofπ is defined for both collapsed and regular permutations. We can now state the main result of this section.
where
The rest of this section is dedicated to proving Theorem 2.7. Lemmas 2.10 through 2.13 are used to prove that N (π) ≥ 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π). Lemma 2.13 also gives information about the number of distinct prefixes ζ associated to valid −N-segmentations ofπ when N = 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π), which will be important in Section 4 when we calculate B(π), the analog of N (π) for the map T −β . In the remaining lemmas, we show that certain words s, t, ∈ W 1+asc(π)+ǫ(π) induce the pattern π. This will allow us to conclude that N(π) = 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π).
Example 2.8. Let π = 345261. Thenπ = ⋆64521 and π is cornered, so ǫ(π) = 1. Since asc(π) = 1, Theorem 2.7 says that N (π) = 3. A −3-segmentation ofπ is given by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) = (0, 3, 6, 6), producing ζ = 01101. A different −3-segmentation is given by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) = (0, 0, 3, 6), producing ζ = 12212. Example 2.9. Let π = 3651742. Thenπ = 7⋆62154 and asc(π) = 1. The only minimal segmentation, given by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 ) = (0, 5, 7), produces the word ζ = 010010, which satisfies p = q 2 , where q = 010. Thus, π is collapsed, and Theorem 2.7 says that N(π) = 3. In Lemma 2.11, we show that if w induces π, then w = ζw [n,∞) . To get some intuition behind the theorem, let us see why the binary alphabet is not enough to realize π. If w were to induce π, then w [y,∞) < alt w [n,∞) < alt w [x,∞) (where x = 1 and y = 4), that is,
which implies that w [n,∞) = 010w [n+3,∞) . By the definition of < alt , canceling the odd-length prefixes 010 switches the inequality an odd number of times, and we find that
But then w [n+3,∞) would have to start with 010 as well. It follows from this argument that the only possibility would be w [n,∞) = (010) ∞ , which doesn't satisfy (3). Thus, no word w ∈ W 2 starting with ζ will induce the pattern π, and we must add an additional index to our segmentation in order to make it valid. There are three valid −3-segmentations, giving rise to the words ζ (1) = 121021, ζ (2) = 021020, and ζ (3) = 010020.
The following two lemmas appear in [3] in the more general setting of signed shifts.
Lemma 2.10 ([3]
). Let ζ be the prefix corresponding to a segmentation ofπ. If ζ can be completed to a word w = ζw [n,∞) with Pat(w, Σ −N , n) = π, then the segmentation is valid.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that ζ = w [1,n−1] is such that p = q 2 . Since w induces π, we have
If |q| is even, then canceling the even-length prefixes, q, gives w [n,∞) < alt qw [n,∞) = w [y,∞) , which is impossible because w induces π and π y = π n − 1.
If |q| is odd, Equation (4) implies that w [n,∞) = qw [2n−y,∞) . Canceling prefixes of odd length we obtain qw [2n−y,∞) > alt w [2n−y,∞) > alt qqw [2n−y,∞) , which implies that w [2n−y,∞) must start with q as well. Repeating this argument, it follows that the only possibility would be w [n,∞) = q ∞ , but this choice of w [n,∞) doesn't satisfy (4) .
An analogous argument shows that assuming q = p 2 also gives a contradiction. Hence, the segmentation that produces ζ is valid. Proof. Let w ∈ W N be such that Pat(w, Σ −N , n) = π. For 0 ≤ k ≤ N, let e k = |{1 ≤ r ≤ n : w r < k}|. We claim that the sequence 0 = e 0 ≤ e 1 ≤ . . . ≤ e N = n is a −N-segmentation ofπ.
First we show that condition (a) in Definition 2.3 holds. By the definition of e k , the prefix w [1,n] has e k letters less than k. Therefore, among the subwords w [r,∞) with 1 ≤ r ≤ n, there are exactly e k of them with w r < k, and exactly e k+1 of them with w r ≤ k. Since w induces π, it follows that if e k < π i ≤ e k+1 , then w [i,∞) must be one of the subwords with w i ≤ k but not w i < k, and so
To show that the sequenceπ e k +1πe k +2 . . .π e k+1 is decreasing for all 0 ≤ k < N, suppose that e k < π i < π j ≤ e k+1 . We will show thatπ π i >π π j assuming that i, j < n, since the entryπ πn = ⋆ does not disrupt the property ofπ e k +1πe k +2 . . .π e k+1 being decreasing. By the previous paragraph, w i = w j = k, and w [i,∞) < alt w [j,∞) because w induces π. Therefore, w [i+1,∞) > alt w [j+1,∞) , and so
To show that condition (b) holds, assume now thatπ 1 = n andπ n−1πn = 1⋆, which is equivalent to π n−2 π n−1 π n = (n−1)1n. Suppose for contradiction that e 1 > 0 and e N −1 < n − 1. Then, by the definition of the sequence 0 = e 0 ≤ e 1 ≤ . . . ≤ e N = n, w [1,n] has at least one 0 and at least two N−1. Since w induces π, we have that w [n−1,∞) is the smallest and w [n−2,∞) is the second largest among the subwords w [r,∞) with 1 ≤ r ≤ n. It follows that w n−1 = 0 and w n−2 = N−1. We cannot have
, contradicting that w induces π and π n−2 < π n . Hence, condition (b) in Definition 2.3 holds.
Verifying condition (c) follows a similar argument. We conclude that 0 = e 0 ≤ e 1 ≤ . . . ≤ e N = n as defined above is a −N-segmentation ofπ. Its associated prefix is ζ = w [1,n−1] because we have seen that w i = k whenever e k < π i ≤ e k+1 , which agrees with the construction of ζ in Definition 2.3. Finally, since the prefix ζ can be completed to a word w inducing π, it follows from Lemma 2.10 that this −N-segmentation is valid.
Lemma 2.12. Let ζ be the prefix defined by some segmentation ofπ, and let i, j < n. If π i < π j , then either z i < z j , or otherwise z i = z j and π i+1 > π j+1 .
Proof. Suppose that π i < π j . Then the construction of ζ yields z i ≤ z j . We will prove that if π i+1 < π j+1 , then z i < z j . By the definition ofπ, we haveπ i = π i+1 andπ j = π j+1 , and soπ i <π j . By Definition 2.3, the segmentation must contain an index e k such thatπ i ≤ e k <π j . But then the construction of ζ then yields z i < z j .
Lemma 2.13. A valid −N-segmentation ofπ exists if and only if
Proof. We consider three cases, depending on whether π is regular, cornered, or collapsed. If π is regular, parts (b) and (c) of Definition 2.3 do not apply, and so a −N-segmentation ofπ exists if and only if N ≥ 1 + asc(π) = 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π). For N = 1 + asc(π), such a segmentation is a minimal segmentation, and thus it is valid (otherwise π would be collapsed). For N > 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π), one can obtain a valid −N-segmentation ofπ by adding indices e i = n for 1 + asc(π) < i ≤ N to a minimal segmentation. This reason it is valid is that the corresponding prefix is the same as the unique prefix ζ determined by a minimal segmentation ofπ. If π is cornered, then either part (b) or (c) of Definition 2.3 apply, requiring an additional index which is not an ascent ofπ. Therefore, a −N-segmentation ofπ exists if and only if N ≥ 2 + asc(π) = 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π). Since a cornered permutation must have either π n = 1 or π n = n, one of the words p and q is not defined, and so any segmentation ofπ is valid. Additionally, for N = 2+asc(π), if part (b) applies, we may choose either e 1 = 0 or e N −1 ≥ n−1 as the additional index. Whether we choose e N −1 = n − 1 or e N −1 = n does not change the associated prefix ζ, since π n = n but the letter z n is not defined as a part of the prefix. A symmetric situation occurs when part (c) applies. In either case, there are two distinct prefixes ζ arising from a −N-segmentation ofπ when N = 2 + asc(π). If π is collapsed, then the minimal segmentations ofπ are not valid. In order to obtain a valid segmentation, we must add an additional index. Letting c = min{|p|, |q|}, the unique prefix ζ resulting from a minimal segmentation satisfies z [n−2c,n−c−1] = z [n−c,n−1] , and so we have c pairs of equal letters, z n−j = z n−c−j for 1 ≤ j ≤ c. If we add an index e k so that π n−j < e k ≤ π n−c−j or π n−j < e k ≤ π n−c−j (depending on the relative order of π n−j and π n−c−j ), then the corresponding prefix ζ ′ satisfies z ′ n−j = z ′ n−j−c . This yields a valid −(2 + asc(π))-segmentation ofπ, which can easily be extended to a valid −N-segmentation for every N ≥ 2 + asc(π).
Let us show that, when N = 2 + asc(π), there are exactly c choices for the additional index e k that result into a valid −N-segmentation. We claim that, for 1 ≤ j ≤ c, the values π n−j and π n−j−c are consecutive. Without loss of generality, let us assume that π n−j < π n−j−c , and suppose for contradiction that there is an index k such that π n−j < π k < π n−j−c . Since
, Lemma 2.12 applied k times yields π n < π k+j < π n−c = π x or π y = π n−c < π k+j < π n (depending on the parity of j), a contradiction to π x = π n + 1 or π y = π n − 1, respectively, thus proving the claim. It follows that, for each j with 1 ≤ j ≤ c, there is exactly one choice of e k satisfying π n−j < e k ≤ π n−c−j or π n−j < e k ≤ π n−c−j , which forces z ′ n−j = z ′ n−j−c in the associated prefix. This gives a total of c choices for e k .
Let us make make a few observations about the two prefixes that may arise from a −Nsegmentation ofπ when N = asc(π) + 2 when π is cornered. If π n−2 π n−1 π n = (n−1)1n, then the −N-segmentation satisfies e 1 = 0 or e N −1 ≥ n − 1. Choosing e N −1 ≥ n − 1 produces a prefix ζ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N−2} n−1 . Furthermore, since the indices e 1 , . . . , e N −2 must occur at the ascents ofπ, ζ contains each letter in {0, . . . , N−2}. Since π n−1 = 1, we get z n−1 = 0, and since π n−2 = n − 1, we get z n−2 = N − 2. Hence, q = (N−2)0. On the other hand, choosing e 1 = 0 produces a prefix ζ + ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N−1} n−1 , and by the same logic we get q = (N−1)1. Similarly, if π is cornered of the form π n−2 π n−1 π n = 2n1, the two −N-segmentations ofπ have associated prefixes ζ ∈ {0, 1, ..., N−2} n−1 with p = 0(N−2) and ζ + ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N−1} n−1 with p = 1(N−1). For the next five lemmas (from Lemma 2.14 to Lemma 2.18), fix N = 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π), and let ζ be a prefix determined by some valid −N-segmentation ofπ, guaranteed to exist by Lemma 2.13.
We include the proof of the following lemma from [3] to make this section self-contained. Proof. We can write p = d r , where d primitive, and let i = |d|. Then n = x + ri and
Suppose first that i is even. If π x < π x+i , then applying Lemma 2.12 i times we obtain π x+i < π x+2i . Repeatedly applying this argument yields
which contradicts the fact that π x = π n + 1. On the other hand, if π x > π x+i , then we get
Since π x = π n + 1, we must have r = 1, and so p must be primitive in this case. Now suppose that i is odd. If r is even, then we can write
and apply the previous argument (which does not require d ′ to be primitive) to conclude that r/2 = 1 and p = d 2 , with |d| = i odd. We are left we the case that r is odd. If π x < π x+i , then Lemma 2.12 applied i times implies that π x+i > π x+2i . Consider two cases depending on the relative order of π x and π x+2i . If π x < π x+2i < π x+i , then applying Lemma 2.12 i times gives π x+i > π x+3i > π x+2i . Applying the same lemma i more times we obtain π x+2i < π x+4i < π x+3i . Repeated applications of Lemma 2.12 give
Similarly, if π x+2i < π x < π x+i , repeated applications of Lemma 2.12 give
In both cases, we get π x < π x+ri = π n , a contradiction to π x = π n + 1.
If π x > π x+i , then Lemma 2.12 applied i times implies that π x+i < π x+2i . Again, we consider two cases depending on the relative order of π x and π x+2i . If π x+i < π x < π x+2i , then repeated applications of Lemma 2.12 give
Similarly, if π x+i < π x+2i < π x , then Lemma 2.12 gives
In both cases, the fact that π x = π n + 1 = π x+ri + 1 implies that r = 1, and so p is primitive.
The proof that q is either primitive or the square of a primitive word of odd length follows a parallel argument.
It follows from Lemma 2.14 that if p = q 2 , then q is primitive and |q| is odd. Likewise, if q = p 2 , then p is primitive and |p| is odd.
Note that ((N−1)0) ∞ and (0(N−1)) ∞ are the largest and the smallest words in W N , respectively, with respect to < alt . When π n = n (so that x and p are defined), let
if n is odd and |p| is odd.
Similarly, if π n = 1 (so that y and q are defined), let
if n is odd and |q| is odd.
Note that s, t ∈ W N by construction. We will show that s and t induce π.
Proof.
which is primitive by Lemma 2.14 because |q| is odd. By the contrapositive of Lemma 2.12 applied i times, π y < π n implies that π m > π y . Since π y = π n − 1, we have π y < π n < π m . We will show that π m = π n + 1, from where it will follow that m = x and p = q 2 . Suppose for contradiction that there exists some
Consider first the case k < y. Since π y < π k < π m , Lemma 2.12 and the fact that z y = z m forces z y = z k = z m and π y+1 > π k+1 > π m+1 . Applying the same argument i times yields
Consider now the case k > y. Since π y < π k < π m and
. Additionally, if n − k is odd, it yields π y+n−k > π n > π m+n−k , and so π y+n−k > π y > π m+n−k . Applying Lemma 2.12 k − y more times, we get
. Similarly, if n − k is even, we first get π y+n−k < π n < π m+n−k and π y+n−k < π y < π m+n−k , and then using Lemma 2.12 again we conclude that
which states that q is equal to one of its non-trivial cyclic shifts, thus contradicting that it is primitive. Lemma 2.16. Let w ∈ {s, t} and suppose it is defined. Then Pat(w, Σ −N , n) is defined as well.
Proof. We prove the statement for w = s. The proof for w = t is analogous.
Suppose first that p = 0(N−1). Note that by Lemma 2.14, we also have p = (0(N−1)) r for all r ≥ 2. Thus, for i, j ≤ n, the equality w [i,∞) = w [j,∞) implies that these two words have the first instance of (0(N−1)) ∞ appearing at the same position, forcing i = j. Therefore, Pat(w, Σ −N , n) is defined.
Suppose now that p = 0(N−1). Note that x = n − 2 and π n−2 = π n + 1 in this case. If there is an index i < n − 2 such that π i < π n−2 , take the maximal one. Since z n−2 = 0, Lemma 2.12 implies that z i = z n−2 = 0 and π i+1 > π n−1 . Similarly, since z n−1 = N−1, applying Lemma 2.12 again gives z i+1 = z n−1 = N−1 and π i+2 < π n < π n−2 , contradicting the maximality of i. It follows that π i > π n−2 for all i < n − 2. Since clearly π n−2 < π n−1 because z n−1 = N−1, we conclude that π n−2 = 2 and π n = 1. Now, if there was an index j such that π j > π n−1 , then Lemma 2.12 would give z j = z n−1 = N−1 and π j+1 < π n + 1 = 2, which is impossible. We conclude that π n−1 = n.
We have shown that in the case p = 0(N−1), we must have π n−2 π n−1 π n = 2n1, and so π is cornered. By part (c) of Definition 2.3, a −N-segmentation ofπ has either e N −1 = n or e 1 ≤ 1. If e N −1 = n, then ζ does not contain the letter N−1 by construction. Likewise, if e 1 ≤ 1, then ζ does not contain the letter 0 because the only entry of π that can satisfy π i ≤ e 1 is π n = 1. Thus, ζ cannot contain both a 0 and a N−1, which contradicts that p = 0(N−1).
Lemma 2.17. For the word s, we have s
Proof. We will prove the statement for s. The one for t is analogous. The fact that s [n,∞) < alt s [x,∞) follows immediately by canceling equal prefixes in the word. Indeed, if n is even or |p| is even, this is equivalent to p n−2 (0(N−1))
∞ is the smallest word in W N with respect to < alt . If both n and |p| are odd,
∞ is the largest word in W N with respect to > alt . Next we prove that there is no 1
Suppose for contradiction that such a c existed. ∞ is the smallest word beginning with p. If |p| is odd, then the above argument causes ζ to be of the form ζ = app for some a. By Lemma 2.15, this implies that q = p 2 , contradicting the fact that ζ was obtained from a valid −N-segmentation.
The proof for t follows in a similar fashion.
Proof. We prove the statement for w [x,∞) . The one involving w [y,∞) follows similarly. For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, let S(i, j) be the statement
To show that Pat(w, Σ −N , n) = π, we will prove S(i, j) for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n with i = j. We consider three cases.
(1) Case i = n. Suppose that π n < π j . By assumption,
, so S(n, j) must hold as well. We have reduced S(n, j) to S(x, j). Equivalently, ¬S(n, j) → ¬S(x, j), where ¬ denotes negation. (2) Case j = n. Suppose that π i < π n . In particular, i = n and π i < π x = π n + 1. By assumption, in order to prove that 
Suppose now that i + m ≥ n or j + m ≥ n, and let m ′ be the minimal index such that either i + m ′ = n or j + m ′ = n. Suppose first that i + m ′ = n and m ′ is even. We claim that S(i, j) reduces to S(n, j + m ′ ) in this case. Indeed, suppose that S(n, j + m ′ ), and let us show that S(i, j) holds as well. If π i < π j , then Lemma 2.12 and the fact that
In order to conclude that S(i, j) holds for every i, j, we must show that the above process of reductions eventually terminates. Suppose for contradiction that the process goes on indefinitely. Then at some point we would reach S(x, k) with k > x, or S(k, x) with k > x.
• Suppose that we reach S(x, k) with k > x. Since we assumed that the process does not terminate, case (3) above implies that
, using cases (3) and (2).
• Suppose we reach S(k, x) with k > x. Since the process does not terminate, case (3) 
In all cases, we conclude that
and we reach S(x, x+n−k) or S(x+n−k, x). Now we can repeat the argument with x + n − k playing the role of k, to deduce that w [x,k−1] = w [x+n−k,n−1] and obtain a reduction back to S(x, k) or S(k, x).
Combining the above equalities, we obtain
Since p is equal to some of its non-trivial cyclic shifts, it follows that p is not primitive. Thus, in the case that p is primitive, we have verified the statements S(x, k) and S(k, x).
Therefore, by Lemma 2.14,
, so that we may write p = d 2 . It remains to verify the statements S(x, k) and S(k, x) in this case.
To verify S(k, x), suppose that π k < π x . Since π n = π x − 1 and k = n, we have π k < π n < π x . We claim that, in this case, π k = π y . Suppose for contradiction that π k = π n − 1 = π y . Let 1 ≤ h < n be the largest index such that π k < π h < π x .
Consider first the case h > k. Since
If n − h is odd, then Lemma 2.12 gives π k+n−h > π n > π x+n−h , and so π k+n−h > π x > π x+n−h as well. Applying Lemma 2.12 h − k more times, we conclude that
where in the last equality we used that
. On the other hand, if n − h is even, we get π k+n−h < π n < π x+n−h and π k+n−h < π x < π x+n−h , from where Equation (8) holds as well. Combining Equations (7) and (8),
, which states that d is equal to one of its non-trivial cyclic shifts, thus contradicting that it is primitive. Now consider the case h < k. Applying Lemma 2.12 |d| times to the inequalities π k < π h < π x , we obtain π n > π h+k−x > π k . Therefore, π x > π h+k−x > π k , a contradiction to the fact that we chose h to be the largest index such that π k < π h < π x .
It follows that there is no index h = n such that π k < π h < π x . We conclude that π k = π y , from which it follows that d = q and p = q 2 . However, this contradicts that ζ comes from a valid −N-segmentation ofπ. Since the assumption π k < π x leads to a contradiction, the statement S(k, x) trivially holds.
To verify S(x, k), suppose now that π x < π k . We must show that
Therefore, w [n,∞) must begin with d, and by canceling equal prefixes, we determine that the only option would be w [n,∞) = d ∞ , which does not satisfy the inequalities (9) . We conclude that w [x,∞) < alt w [k,∞) , and so S(x, k) holds.
We have shown that if the above process of reductions does not terminate, then it reaches S(x, k) or S(k, x) where k − x = n − k and p = d 2 . And we have shown that both S(x, k) or S(k, x) hold in this case. It follows that S(i, j) holds for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n with i = j.
Proof of Theorem 2.7. We will show that π ∈ Allow(Σ −N ) if and only if N ≥ 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π).
Suppose first that π ∈ Allow(Σ −N ). By Lemma 2.10,π has a valid −N-segmentation. By Lemma 2.13, such a valid segmentation exists if and only if N ≥ 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π). Therefore,
For the other direction, by Lemma 2.2, it is enough to show that if we let N = 1 + asc(π) + ǫ(π), then π ∈ Allow(Σ −N ). Right before Lemma 2.15, we construct words s, t ∈ W N (at least one of which is always defined), and in Lemmas 2.16, 2.17 and 2.18 we show that they induce π.
In [13] we use this analysis to count the number of permutations of length n realized by Σ −N , and we apply similar arguments to signed shifts, obtaining bounds on the number of patterns realized by the tent map.
−β-Expansions
For any β > 1, the −β-expansion of x ∈ (0, 1] is the sequence ε 1 (x)ε 2 (x) . . . defined by ε i (x) = ⌊βT i−1 −β (x)⌋, with T −β given by Equation (1) . It satisfies
Throughout this section, let N = ⌊β⌋ + 1 and note that ε i (x) ∈ {0, 1, . . . N−1} for all i. 
∞ for some r ≥ 0, and r is minimal with this property, then
It follows from the above theorem that if
Given an infinite word w = w 1 w 2 · · · ∈ W N , define the series
Note that f w (β) is convergent for β > 1. It is shown in [11] that this map is order-preserving in the following sense.
−β is the −β-expansion of x ∈ (0, 1], then f w (β) = x, and so the inverse of the map
In terms of words, the negative β-shift is defined as the map
. . , with the order < alt on W 0 −β . We will write Σ − when we do not need to specify the domain. 
Moreover, define Ω β and ω β to be the largest and the smallest words in W −β with respect to < alt , respectively.
By the above definition, if a word w is in W −β , then so are all its shifts w [k,∞) for k ≥ 1. In the rest of the paper we consider W −β to be the domain of Σ −β . Thus, we define
This choice of domain, which will simplify some of our proofs, does not affect our results about the smallest β needed to realize a pattern, as shown in Proposition 3.21.
Since w ≤ alt Ω β for all w ∈ W −β by definition, we have that 0Ω β ≤ alt w for all w ∈ W −β . Therefore, ω β = 0Ω β is the smallest word in W −β .
In the case that β = K is an integer, the −K-expansion of 1 is K ∞ , and so Ω K = K ∞ and
This discrepancy is a result of defining the reverse shift in Section 2 to agree with the definition of signed shifts from [1, 4] , while defining the negative β-shift according to the constructions in [11, 16] in order to be able to apply the results in these papers. Next we show that the allowed patterns of Σ −K are the same regardless of whether we take W 0 K or W 0 −K to be its domain. Lemma 3.5. In the case that β = K ≥ 2 is an integer,
Proof. The −K-expansion of 1 is a K = K ∞ , and in this case Theorem 3.1 states that
Thus, W 0 −K consists of words over the alphabet {0, 1, . . . , K} with some restrictions. The first inequality implies that words cannot contain the string 0K or end in (0(K−1)) ∞ . The second inequality implies that if w ∈ W 0 −K is such that w i = K for some i, then we must have w = w 1 w 2 . . . w i−1 K ∞ , and w i−1 = 0 in order to avoid 0K. It follows that
On the other hand, recall that in Equation (2) we defined
∞ for some j ≥ 0 and w j = 0. If j < n−2, then the pattern of length n for w is undefined. If j ≥ n−2, then w
induces the same pattern of length n as w. Hence, Allow(
∞ for some i ≥ 0, with w i = 0. If i < n − 1, then the pattern for w is not defined. If i ≥ n−1, then the word
By definition, W −β is the set of all −β-representations of numbers in [0, 1]. We will see that even though the word Ω β is always a −β-representation of 1, it is not always a −β-expansion. The following lemma characterizes which −β-representations are in fact −β-expansions.
−β be the −β-expansion of the point f w (β) ∈ (0, 1]. We will show that w = v. Suppose not, and let i be the smallest index such that
Lemma 3.2 can be extended to the set W −β as follows.
Proof. Suppose that f v (β) < f w (β). Let i be the smallest index such that
The following lemma will be used to give an equivalent description of W −β in Lemma 3.10. Its proof is along the lines of a similar statement found in [11] 
Proof. We extend the definition of f w (β) to finite words a 1 . . . a m by letting
(−β) j . We also extend < alt by defining v 1 . . . v m < alt w 1 . . . w m if there exists some i ≤ m such that v j = w j for all j < i and (−1)
i (v i − w i ) > 0. We will show by induction on r that, for every i, j ≥ 1, a)
Similarly, if w i ≤ alt Ω β j , then
Therefore, both a) and b) hold when r = 0.
Now fix
or else w i < Ω β j . In the first case, we have
where, to obtain the inequality, we applied the induction hypothesis for statement a). On the other hand, if w i < Ω β j , we have
The proof of statement a) for r = k follows similarly, and thus this completes the inductive proof of a) and b).
Taking the limit of b) as r → ∞, we find
In particular, setting i = k and j = 1, the assumption that
Next we give an equivalent description of W −β .
Lemma 3.10. Ω β is the largest −β-representation of 1 with respect to < alt , and
Proof. Since a β ∈ W −β and Ω β is the largest word in W −β by definition, we have that a β ≤ alt Ω β . By Lemma 3.8, it follows that 1 = f a β (β) ≤ f Ω β (β) ≤ 1, and so f Ω β (β) = 1. Thus, Ω β is a −β-representation of 1, hence the largest. Next let us prove Equation (11) . Let w ∈ W −β . By Definition 3.4, w [k,∞) ≤ alt Ω β for all k ≥ 1, since Ω β is the largest word in W −β . This proves the forward inclusion. Conversely, let w ∈ W N be such that 1] for all k ≥ 1, and so w ∈ W −β .
A consequence of Lemma 3.10 is that
that is, Ω β is greater than or equal to all of its shifts.
Since W −β is closed under shifts, and ω β is the smallest word in W −β by definition, an equivalent description of W −β is
Note also that since ω β = 0Ω β and f Ω β (β) = 1, we have f ω β (β) = 0 by definition of f . Hence, ω β is the smallest −β-representation of 0 with respect to < alt .
If a β is not eventually periodic, then a β is the unique −β-representation of 1, and a β = Ω β . If a β = (a 1 a 2 . . . a 2r+1 ) ∞ is periodic of odd length 2r + 1, another −β-representation of 1 is (a 1 a 2 . . . (a 2r+1 − 1)0) ∞ . In this case, a β = Ω β is the largest −β-representation of 1. If a β = (a 1 a 2 . . . a 2r ) ∞ is periodic of even length 2r, then Ω β = (a 1 a 2 . . . (a 2r − 1)0) ∞ > alt a β . Similar observations were first made in [16] . We will use the following result of Steiner. Let u = 100111001001001110011 . . . be the sequence obtained by starting with the word 1 and repeatedly applying the morphism 1 → 100, 0 → 1. It is shown in [12] that the word u is the limit of the words a β as β approaches 1 from the right, and that (13) u < alt a β for all β > 1.
Theorem 3.12 ([16])
. Let w ∈ W N be such that w ≥ alt w [k,∞) for all k ≥ 1 and w > alt u. Then there exists a unique β > 1 such that w is a −β-representation of 1.
Proof. By Theorem 3.11 and Equation (13), u < alt a β < alt a β ′ . Let us first show that a β ′ / ∈ W −β . If we were to have a β ′ ∈ W −β , then Lemma 3.8 would imply that f a β ′ (β) = 1. Since a β ′ is a −β ′ -expansion of 1, we have a β ′ [k,∞) ≤ alt a β ′ for all k ≥ 1. If follows from Lemma 3.2 that f a β ′ [k,∞) (β) ∈ [0, 1] for all k ≥ 1. Hence, a β ′ is both a −β-representation of 1 and a −β ′ -representation of 1, contradicting Theorem 3.12.
The fact that a β ′ / ∈ W −β implies, by Lemma 3.10, that there is a k ≥ 1 such that
We conclude that Ω β < alt a β ′ . It follows that, if v ∈ W −β , then v [k,∞) < alt a β ′ for all k ≥ 1, and we conclude that v ∈ W −β ′ . Moreover, containment is strict because a β ′ / ∈ W −β .
Lemma 3.14. In the situation of Theorem 3.12, the unique β > 1 is also the largest real solution of f w (x) = 1.
Proof. Suppose for contradiction that there exists γ > β such that f w (γ) = 1. By Lemma 3.13, w ∈ W −β ⊆ W −γ , and so f w [k,∞) (γ) ∈ [0, 1] for all k ≥ 1. Since f w (γ) = 1, the word w is a −γ-representation of 1, contradicting the uniqueness in Theorem 3.12. 
Lemma 3.17. If there is an index
Additionally, ifβ(w) > 1, then w ∈ W −β(w) ; ifβ(w) = 1, then w ∈ W −β for all β > 1.
Proof. We consider two cases, depending on whether w [l,∞) > alt u or w [l,∞) ≤ alt u (which implies that w [k,∞) ≤ alt u for all k ≥ 1). By Definition 3.16, these cases correspond tob(w) > 1 and tō b(w) = 1, respectively. For the case w [l,∞) > alt u, let β =b(w). We will show that w ∈ W −β and that w / ∈ W −γ for γ < β, where it will follow thatβ(w) = β. By Definition 3.16, w [l,∞) is a −β-representation of 1. Since w [k,∞) ≤ alt w [l,∞) for all k ≥ 1, we have w ∈ W −β . Now let γ < β and suppose for contradiction that w ∈ W −γ . Then f w [k,∞) (γ) ≤ 1 for all k ≥ 1 and we first claim this inequality is strict. If f w [l,∞) (γ) = 1, the word w [l,∞) would be a −γ-representation of 1. However, this is a contradiction to Theorem 3.12 since w [l,∞) is already a −β-representation of 1. Therefore, f w [l,∞) (γ) < 1 = f aγ (γ). By Lemma 3.8 and Theorem 3.11, we must have w [l,∞) < alt a γ < alt a β . By Lemma 3.8 and the fact that f w [l,∞) (β) = 1, we conclude that f aγ (β) = 1. However, this is impossible by Theorem 3.12 because a γ is already a −γ-representation of 1. We may now conclude that w / ∈ W −γ andβ(w) =b(w) in the case thatb(w) > 1. Now consider the case w [l,∞) ≤ alt u. Take any β > 1. By Equation (13), u < alt a β . Since w [k,∞) ≤ alt u < alt a β for all k ≥ 1, we have that w ∈ W −β . Since this holds for all β > 1, it follows thatβ(w) = 1. We conclude thatβ(w) =b(w) in all cases.
Proof. This follows from Lemma 3.13 and the fact that for w ∈ W −β ⊆ W −β ′ , we have Pat(w, Σ −β , n) = Pat(w, Σ −β ′ , n).
Definition 3.19. For any permutation π, let
Equivalently, B(π) = inf{β(w) : Pat(w, Σ −β , n) = π}.
We call B(π) the negative shift-complexity of π. Alternatively, B(π) is the supremum of the set of values β such that π is a forbidden pattern of Σ −β . Thinking of Σ −β as a family of maps parametrized by β, the numbers of the form B(π) are the values of β where we obtain additional patterns as we increase β. In the rest of this section, we show that these values are the same for the −β-transformation T −β . Lemma 3.20. If π ∈ Allow(Σ −β ) and γ > β, then π ∈ Allow(T −γ ).
Proof. Suppose that π ∈ Allow(Σ −β ) and γ > β. Let w ∈ W −β ⊆ W −γ be such that Pat(w, Σ −β , n) = π. We claim that f w [k,∞) (γ) ∈ (0, 1) for all k ≥ 1. By Theorem 3.12, since Ω β is a −β-representation of 1, Ω β cannot also be a −γ-representation of 1. Additionally, since w ∈ W −β , we also have
By Lemma 3.7, w is the −γ-expansion of the point f w (γ) ∈ (0, 1), and w ∈ W 0 −γ . By Lemma 3.3, f gives an order isomorphism between the map T −γ on ((0, 1], <) and the map Σ −γ on (W 0 −γ , < alt ). Hence, Pat(f w (γ), T −γ , n) = Pat(w, Σ −γ , n) = Pat(w, Σ −β , n) = π, and so π ∈ Allow(T −γ ).
The next result shows that the definition of B(π) is not affected if we consider the map T −β instead of Σ −β .
Proposition 3.21.
B(π) = inf{β : π ∈ Allow(T −β )}.
Proof. By Lemma 3.3, Σ −β on (W 0 −β , < alt ) and T −β on ((0, 1], <) are order-isomorphic. Since we consider the domain of Σ −β to be W −β ⊇ W 0 −β , we have that Allow(Σ −β ) ⊇ Allow(T −β ), and so B(π) = inf{β : π ∈ Allow(Σ −β )} ≤ inf{β : π ∈ Allow(T −β )}. To prove the inequality B(π) ≥ inf{β : π ∈ Allow(T −β )}, we show that if β > B(π), then π ∈ Allow(T −β ). To see this, let γ = 1 2 (β + B(π)). Since γ > B(π), we have π ∈ Allow(Σ −γ ). By Lemma 3.20, β > γ implies that π ∈ Allow(T −β ).
Building words
In the remaining two sections we give a method to compute B(π) for any given permutation π. The idea of this section is to construct a word w such that B(π) =β(w). This word will have an index l such that w [l,∞) ≥ alt w [k,∞) for all k ≥ 1, and so we can apply Lemma 3.17 to deduce thatβ(w) =b(w). In Section 5, we will express this quantity as the largest real solution to a polynomial. In the rest of the paper, we will use the term subword of w to specifically mean a word of the form w [i,∞) for some i ≥ 1 (sometimes this is also called a shift of w).
The construction depends on features of π such as the parity of n − ℓ (where ℓ is the index such that π ℓ = n) and whether π is regular, cornered or collapsed. In nearly every case, we define a collection of words w (m) such that w (m) induces π for m ≥ n − 1, and given any other v ∈ W N inducing π, there is an m large enough so thatβ(w (m) ) ≤β(v). This inequality will follow from Lemma 4.4 using that w (m) will be constructed so that, as m → ∞, it approaches a fixed word w with maximal subword w [ℓ,∞) . Moreover, w satisfies B(π) =β(w) =b(w), where the last equality follows from Lemma 3.17.
In the rest of this section, fix N = N (π), and let 1 < β ≤ N. Let ζ be a prefix defined by a valid −N-segmentation ofπ (as in Definition 2.3), which exists by Lemma 2.13. Recall that ζ is uniquely determined if π is regular, by Lemma 2.13. Define x, y, p and q as in Section 2, and let ℓ be the index such that π ℓ = n. Let π h be the maximum of π x , π x+1 , π x+2 , . . . π n , and notice that if ℓ ≥ x, then h = ℓ.
When n − ℓ is odd (which implies that π n = n), we define s (m) = ζp 2m ν β where
if both h − x and |p| are even (14.1) (unless the condition before Equation (15) holds),
In the special case that h − x and |p| are even and there is an index x ≤ j < h such that h − j is odd and
where j is chosen so that π j > π j ′ for any other indices j ′ with this property.
When n − ℓ is even and π n = 1, we define t (m) = ζq 2m ν β where In the special case that h − x is odd, |q| is even, and there is an index y ≤ j < h such that h − j is odd and
where we choose the index j such that π j > π j ′ for all other indices j ′ with this property. Note that for permutations π satisfying n − ℓ is even and π n = 1, neither s (m) nor t (m) is defined. We will deal with this case separately in Proposition 4.12.
The rest of the section is dedicated to proving the propositions listed in Table 1 which, for a given permutation π, describe a word w such that B(π) =b(w). In most cases, the word w arises by taking the limit as m → ∞ of either of the words s (m) or t (m) . We will show in Lemmas 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 that for β large enough, Pat(s (m) , Σ − , n) = π and Pat(t (m) , Σ − , n) = π in the cases when s (m) and t (m) are defined. Moreover, for such a β, we will show that there is a sufficiently large m such that s (m) , t (m) ∈ W −β . We begin with Lemmas 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 to establish a few properties of words in W −β that will be important throughout the section.
Example 4.1. To illustrate the need for the special case in Equation (15), consider π = 81735642, a regular permutation such that n − ℓ = 8 − 1 is odd, h − x = 6 − 4 even and |p| = 4 even. Thenπ = 7⋆526431, asc(π) = 1 and N (π) = 2. A valid −2-segmentation ofπ is given by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 ) = (0, 4, 8) , defining the prefix ζ = 1010110.
Suppose that we defined ν β = z [x,h−1] ω β = 01ω β , following Equation (14) . In order to have ν β ∈ W −β , each subword of ν β would be in W −β , and so 1ω β ≤ alt Ω β . This inequality becomes 10Ω β ≤ alt Ω β and, by Lemma 4.2 below, this would imply that Ω β ≥ alt (10) ∞ . Thus, for β < 2, we have ν β / ∈ W −β and s (m) / ∈ W −β . However, a small adjustment to ν β , as described in Equation (15), yields ν β ∈ W −β for all β > b(ζp ∞ ) ≈ 1.96. In this case, the index j = 5 is such that h − j is odd and z [j,h−1] = z [ℓ,ℓ+h−j−1] = 1, and so we take
∞ . We will verify in this section that such a choice of ν β satisfies the conditions needed for s (m) to induce π, and also that s (m) ∈ W −β for all β >b(ζp ∞ ). Proof. We will prove (a) implies (b) and that (c) implies (a). The fact that (b) implies (c) is trivial. The proof of the corresponding statements for < alt is analogous.
To show that (a) implies (b), first suppose that |d| is odd. For all i ≥ 1, (a) implies that 
Proof. Fix β >b(w) ≥ 1. Then Lemmas 3.17 and 3.13 imply that w ∈ W −β , and so ω β ≤ alt w [k,∞) ≤ alt Ω β for all k ≥ 1. It remains to show that both inequalities are strict.
First consider the case w [l,∞) > alt u. If we had w [k,∞) = Ω β for some k, then w [l,∞) = Ω β , and so f w [l,∞) (β) = 1. Since, by Definition 3.16,b(w) is the largest real solution to f w [l,∞) (x) = 1, this impliesb(w) ≥ β, a contradiction. Hence, there is no
Now consider the case w [l,∞) ≤ alt u, which means that w [k,∞) ≤ alt u for all k ≥ 1. Hence, w [k,∞) ≤ alt u < alt Ω β , where the second inequality follows from Equation (13), and by the previous argument we also have w [k,∞) > alt ω β for all k ≥ 1.
Lemma 4.4. Let v be a word for which there exists an index
Proof. To prove the first statement, suppose for contradiction thatβ(w) >β(v) and takeβ(w) > β >β (v) .
Hence, by Lemma 3.10, w ∈ W −β . Therefore,β(w) ≤ β, a contradiction to our choice of β.
To prove the second statement, suppose now that w [i,∞) ≥ alt v [l,∞) for some i, and let β > 1 be such that w ∈ W −β . Then v [l,∞) ≤ alt w [i,∞) ≤ alt Ω β , using Lemma 3.10, and so v [k,∞) ≤ alt Ω β for all k ≥ 1. Therefore, v ∈ W −β , and we conclude thatβ(w) ≥β(v).
By construction of s
(m) and t (m) , letting w be one of these two words, we claim there is an index l such that w [l,∞) ≥ alt w [k,∞) for all k ≥ 1. To see this, recall that Equation (12) states that Ω β is greater than or equal to all of its subwords. Since both s (m) and t (m) end in Ω β , they have only finitely many subwords that could potentially be greater than Ω β . Choosing the maximum among Ω β and these subwords gives the index l.
Moreover, if w is an eventually periodic word, then w also has an index l such that w [l,∞) ≥ alt w [k,∞) for all k ≥ 1. Indeed, w has only finitely many distinct subwords in this case, so we may take w [l,∞) to be the maximum of these with respect to > alt . All of the words that we consider in this section will either be subwords of s (m) or t (m) , or else eventually periodic. Thus, they will automatically satisfy this condition.
For convenience, we define the following conditions, which will be used in the next few lemmas:
n − ℓ is odd and β >b(ζp ∞ ), (18) π n = 1 and n − ℓ is even and β >b(ζq ∞ m) to be defined respectively, and that condition (18) implies that π n = n. (14) and (15) , then ν β < alt pν β and ν β < alt p ∞ . Likewise, if (19) holds and ν β is defined as in Equations (16) and (17), then qν β < alt ν β and q ∞ < alt ν β .
Lemma 4.5. If (18) holds and ν β is defined as in Equations
Proof. We will prove the first statement; the second statement can be proved similarly. Since β >b(ζp ∞ ), Lemma 4.3 applied to w = ζp
We will consider each case from Equations (14) and (15) in turn. In case (14.1), we verify
)Ω β = pν β by canceling the odd-length prefix z [x,h−1] and using the second part of Equation (20). This proves that ν β < alt pν β in the three cases in Equation (14) and Lemma 4.2 gives ν β < alt p ∞ . Finally, in the special case described in Equation (15), we have
∞ . To verify that ν β < alt p ∞ , note that canceling even-length equal prefixes z [x,h−1] , the inequality is equivalent to
In Section 2, we showed that the word s defined in Equation (5) induces π, implying that
We claim that this inequality is strict. To see this, notice that the word z [h,n−1] z [x,h−1] is either primitive or the square of a primitive word, say d ′ , of odd length because it is a cyclic shift of p, which has this property by Lemma 2.14. Since h − j < n − x, the equality (
′ , a case eliminated because h − x was assumed to be even. Equation (21) follows. Lastly, by Lemma 4.2, ν β < alt p ∞ implies that ν β < alt pν β . , then Pat(
Proof. We will prove the statement for s (m) ; the proof for t (m) follows similarly. Fix m ≥ n−1 2 and let s = s (m) . We will show that
Then Lemma 2.18 can be applied to conclude that s induces the pattern π.
To prove a), note that the first part of Lemma 4.5 implies that ν β < alt pν β . Therefore,
To prove b), suppose for contradiction that
This forces s [c,∞) = p 2m v for some word v satisfying
Let us show that c < x. If p is primitive, this is because the first p in s [c,∞) cannot overlap with both the first and second occurrences of p in s [x,∞) . If p is not primitive, then by Lemma 2.14,
To show that Equation (22) leads to a contradiction, consider two cases depending on whether p is primitive or not:
• If p is primitive, we claim that v = p i ν β for some i ≥ 2. This is clear if |p 2m | > n − 1 or c > 1, because then one of the initial 2m occurrences of p in s [c,∞) must coincide with the first occurrence of p in s [x,∞) . The other situation is when |p| = 1,
. Now suppose that |p| is odd. The overlap between s [c,∞) and s [x,∞) causes ζ to be of the form ζ = app. By Lemma 2.15, we have q = p 2 , contradicting the fact that ζ was obtained from a valid −N-segmentation.
• If p is not primitive, Lemma 2.14 implies that p = d 2 for some primitive word d of odd length. Since |d 2(2m) | > n − 1, one of the initial 4m occurrences of d in s [c,∞) must coincide with the first occurrence of d in s [x,∞) . Therefore, v = d j ν β for some j ≥ 3, using that c < x. Moreover, by Lemma 4.5, ν β < alt d ∞ and by Lemma 4.2,
Finally, to prove c), recall that ν β < p ∞ by Lemma 4.5. Suppose for contradiction that
If p is primitive, we must have ν β = p k ν β , and if not, by Lemma 2.14, we have p = d 2 and ν β = d k ν β , for some k ≥ 1. In either case, this would imply ν β = p ∞ , contradicting Lemma 4.5. Proof. We will prove the statement about s (m) ; the one about t (m) follows by a similar argument. Assume that (18) holds. By Lemma 4.3 applied to ζp ∞ for k = ℓ and k = x, we obtain
Moreover, for any index 1 ≤ j < n, applying Lemma 4.3 to ζp ∞ for k = j gives
By
to be large enough such that z [ℓ,n−1] p 2m 0 ν β < alt Ω β , which is guaranteed to exist because of Equation (23).
Let m ≥ m 0 , and recall the definition
for all x ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ k < 2m, in the cases described by Equation (14); c) ν β [i,∞) ≤ alt Ω β for all i ≥ 1, in the cases described by Equation (14)
for all x ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ k < 2m, and ν β [i,∞) ≤ alt Ω β for all i ≥ 1, in the case described by Equation (15).
First we prove a). Since
induces π, and we conclude that
Next we prove b). Since s (m) induces π, we have that
for each such i, and we consider two cases:
, using that ν β begins with z [x,h−1] in each of the cases in Equation (14), we conclude that, for all 0 ≤ k < 2m,
where the second inequality follows from Equation (25).
Since i = h, we find that p cannot be primitive. By Lemma 2.14, p = d 2 , where d is primitive and |d| is odd. It follows that {i, h} = {x, x + |d|}, leaving two possibilities.
If x = h, we are in case (14.1), and we have ν β = ω β and 
. This is a contradiction since π h > π i by definition of h, and s (m) induces π by Lemma 4.6.
If x = i, we are in case (14.3) since h − x = h − i is odd. We have ν β = dΩ β and
To show c), we must verify that ν β ∈ W −β in each of the cases defined by Equation (14) . Recall that Ω β [j,∞) ≤ alt Ω β for all j ≥ 1 by Equation (12) .
In case (14.1), we have ν β = z [x,h−1] ω β . Let i ≥ 1, and suppose first that h − i is even. We verify that
] to obtain Equation (24) for j = h. Moreover, we have z [i,n−1] p ∞ < alt Ω β by Equation (24), allowing us to conclude that
and i would be an index satisfying the conditions of the exceptional case in Equation (15) .
In case (14.2), we defined ν β = pz [x,h−1] Ω β . We will begin by verifying that
∞ , which can be rewritten as
By Lemma 4.2, we obtain (
where the second inequality follows from Equation (24) 
The remaining subwords of ν β are of the form
, where x ≤ i < h, and we must now verify that
As in the proof of case b), the equality
where the second inequality comes from Equation (25).
In case (14.3), we defined
Since the proof of Equation (27) does not depend on the parity of h − x, the same argument shows that
To show d), let us consider the exceptional case defined in Equation (15), in which h − x and |p| are both even and there is an index x ≤ j < h such that h − j is odd and
∞ , where π j > π j ′ for any other indices j ′ satisfying this property. We will first verify that
∞ , and by Lemma 4.2 we have
Furthermore, this implies that
∞ , which is verified by canceling the oddlength prefix z [j,h−1] to obtain Equation (28).
Since we chose π j > π j ′ for any other indices j
In the first case, the inequality z [i,n−1] p 2m ν β < alt z [j,n−1] p 2m ν β follows immediately. Otherwise, as in case b), the fact that s (m) induces π and π i < π j implies that
Lastly, by Lemma 4.2, we obtain
where the second inequality holds by Equation (28) and the third inequality comes from Equation (24) taken at the index h. Hence,
∞ < alt Ω β for each x ≤ i < j, thus ν β ∈ W −β in all cases. Now we must verify that z [i,n−1] p k ν β < alt Ω β for all x ≤ i < n and 0 ≤ k < 2m. Since
for each k. Otherwise, as in the proof of case b), the equality
where |d| is odd, and {i, h} = {x, x + |d|}. The fact that Equation (28) implies that x = h in this case tells us that i = j = x, h = x + |d|, and so The following proposition will allow us to express the values ofb(ζp ∞ ) andb(ζq ∞ ), when they appear, as the largest real solution to a certain equation. In Section 5, we will rearrange the equation and see that the values ofb(ζp ∞ ) andb(ζq ∞ ) may be interpreted as the largest real solution to a polynomial with integer coefficients.
Proof. We will prove the statement forb(ζp ∞ ); the one forb(ζq ∞ ) follows similarly. Since Lemma 4.6 implies that s and β >b(ζp In the following propositions, we construct a word w such that B(π) =β(w) =b(w). The constructions depend on features of π such as the parity of n − ℓ and whether π is regular, cornered or collapsed. The proposition associated to each type of permutation is listed in Table 1 . The last column contains the word w such that B(π) =b(w) defined by these propositions. ∞ n − ℓ is even and π n = 1 Proposition 4.14 w = ζq 
To show B(π) ≥b(ζp ∞ ), let w = ζw [n,∞) ∈ W N be a word inducing π. Then we have w [n,∞) < alt w [x,∞) = pw [n,∞) , and so, by Lemma 4.2, 
Proof. We will show that w ∈ W −β , Pat(w, Σ −β , n) = π and B(π) =b(ζ(0z [ℓ,n−1] ) ∞ ). We begin by noting that Lemma 4.3 applied to ζ(0z [ 
We will first show that Pat(w, Σ − , n) = π. As in Section 2, this will follow by showing that a) there is no 1 ≤ c < n such that w [c,∞) < alt w [n,∞) = ω β , b) Pat(w, Σ − , n) is defined, and c) w induces π, which we do by following the proof of Lemma 2.18.
Notice that if there were an index 1 ≤ c < n such that w [c,∞) ≤ alt ω β , then w c = 0 and w [c+1,∞) ≥ alt Ω β . To prove a), suppose for a contradiction that w [c,∞) ≥ alt Ω β for some 2 ≤ c ≤ n. By Equation (29), it follows that c = ℓ and also that z 
To prove b), note that for i, j ≤ n, the equality w [i,∞) = w [j,∞) together with a) implies that these two words have the first instance of ω β appearing at the same position. By a), there is no 1 ≤ c < n such that w [c,∞) = ω β , which forces i = j in the previous equality. Therefore, Pat(w, Σ − , n) is defined.
Finally, to prove c), for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, let S(i, j) be the statement
To show Pat(w, Σ − , n) = π, we will prove S(i, j) for all 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n, with i = j. We begin by verifying the endpoint cases, which we will often reduce to in the remainder of the proof. If j = n, the statement S(i, n) holds because we never have π i < π n = 1. If i = n, the statement S(n, j) holds because part a) implies there is no 1 ≤ c ≤ n such that w [c,∞) < alt w [n,∞) .
We are left with the case when 1 ≤ i, j < n. Suppose that π i < π j . Let m be such that w [i,i+m−1] = w [j,j+m−1] and w i+m = w j+m . First assume that i + m, j + m ≤ n − 1. If m is even, then Lemma 2.12 applied m times to π i < π j implies that π i+m < π j+m . By Lemma 2.12, we must have w i+m ≤ w j+m , thus w i+m < w j+m . Therefore, w [i+m,∞) < alt w [j+m,∞) and we obtain w [i,∞) < alt w [j,∞) . Similarly, if m is odd, then Lemma 2.12 applied m times to π i < π j implies that π i+m > π j+m . Hence, by Lemma 2.12, we must have w i+m > w j+m because w i+m = w j+m . Therefore, w [i+m,∞) > alt w [j+m,∞) , and thus w [i,∞) < alt w [j,∞) . This shows that whenever i + m, j + m ≤ n − 1, the statement S(i, j) holds.
Suppose now that i + m ≥ n or j + m ≥ n and let m ′ be the minimal index such that either i + m ′ = n or j + m ′ = n.
•
and Lemma 2.12 implies that π n = π i+m ′ < π j+m ′ . In the first paragraph of the proof of part c), we have shown that S(n, j+m ′ ) holds. Thus, w [n,∞) < alt w [j+m ′ ,∞) and we obtain w [i,∞) < alt w [j,∞) . We conclude that S(i, j) holds.
and Lemma 2.12 implies that 1 = π n = π i+m ′ > π j+m ′ , a contradiction.
• If j + m ′ = n and m ′ is even, and
and Lemma 2.12 implies that π i+m ′ < π j+m ′ = π n = 1, a contradiction.
and Lemma 2.12 implies that π i+m ′ > π j+m ′ = π n = 1. In the first paragraph of the proof of part c), we verified that S(i+m ′ , n) holds. Thus, w [i+m ′ ,∞) > alt w [n,∞) and we obtain w [i,∞) < alt w [j,∞) . We conclude that S(i, j) holds. We have shown that S(i, j) holds in all cases, hence Pat(w, Σ − , n) = π. Moreover,
The above argument shows that for any β >b(ζ(0z [ℓ,n−1] ) ∞ ), we have w = ζω β ∈ W −β and Pat(w,
We will show that no word in W −β induces π. Suppose for contradiction that v ∈ W −β induces π. Lemma 2.11 implies that v begins with ζ, that is, v = ζv [n,∞) . By Lemma 3.10, we have
, where the equality comes from Lemma 3.17, a contradiction to our choice of β. It follows that B(π) ≥b(ζ(0z [ℓ,n−1] ) ∞ ).
Example 4.13. Let π = 6435721, a regular permutation such that n − ℓ is even and π n = 1. Thenπ = ⋆153742, asc(π) = 2 and N(π) = 3. A −3-segmentation ofπ is given by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) = (0, 2, 4, 7), defining the prefix ζ = 211220. Therefore, by Proposition 4.14, w = 211220ω β and Pat(w, Σ −β , n) = π for all β >b(ζ(0z
Proposition 4.14. Let π be a regular permutation such that n − ℓ is even and π n = 1. Then
Proof. The proof follows the same argument as Proposition 4.10. For the next to propositions, recall that we defined N = N(π). Proof. First let us calculateb(ζq ∞ ). Since π is a cornered permutation, by the observation directly following Lemma 2.13, the unique prefix ζ associated to a −N-segmentation ofπ with e N −1 ≥ n−1 satisfies q = (N−2)0, and ζ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , N−2} n−1 . By Lemma 3.14, we may calculateb(ζq ∞ ) directly by finding largest real solution to f ((N −2)0) ∞ ) (x) = 1 and obtainb(ζq Proof. The proof follows in the same way as Proposition 4.20.
Example 4.23. Let π = 564132, a collapsed permutation such that n−ℓ is even. Thenπ = 3⋆2164 and asc(π) = 1. The only minimal segmentation (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 ) = (0, 4, 6) produces ζ = 11000, which satisfies q = p 2 , where p = 0. Therefore, π is collapsed and N (π) = 3. There is only one valid −3-segmentation, given by (e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 ) = (0, 1, 4, 6). This defines the prefix ζ Table 1 , give a construction for a word v ∈ W −γ inducing π.
Computation of B(π)
In this section we find the negative shift-complexity, B(π), of a given permutation π by expressing it as the largest real root of a certain polynomial P π (x), in analogy to the construction in [8] for β-shifts. If w is periodic, write w = (w [1,r] ) ∞ where r is minimal with this property, and define Recall from Lemma 2.13 that, if π is regular, there is a unique prefix ζ arising from a valid −N (π)-segmentation ofπ as in Definition 2.3, and if π is collapsed, there are min{|p|, |q|} distinct such prefixes.
Theorem 5.1. For any π ∈ S n with n ≥ 2, let N = N (π), and define indices ℓ, x and y by π ℓ = n, π x = π n + 1 (defined only if π n = n) and π y = π n − 1 (defined only if π n = 1). Define a polynomial P π (x) in each case as follows.
• If π is regular, let ζ be the unique prefix arising from a valid −N-segmentation ofπ, and consider three cases: -If n − ℓ is odd, let
-If n − ℓ is even and π n = 1, let
• If π is cornered, let P π (x) = x − (N − 1).
• If π is collapsed, consider two cases: -If n − ℓ is odd, let ζ (i) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ min{|p|, |q|}, be the prefixes arising from valid −N-segmentations ofπ, let k be the value of i that minimizes z ∞ with respect to < alt , and let
-If n − ℓ is even, let ζ (i) , for 1 ≤ i ≤ min{|p|, |q|}, be the prefixes arising from the valid −N-segmentations ofπ, let k be the value of i that minimizes z ∞ with respect to < alt , and let P π (x) = p z Then B(π) is the largest real root β ≥ 1 of P π (x).
Notice that P π (x) is always a monic polynomial with integer coefficients. Moreover, for π ∈ S n , its degree is never greater than n − 1. 
